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	If you’ve decided that Bermuda sounds like the perfect place to relax, feel free to start unwinding right now, because we’ve done all the legwork for you. Below you’ll find our carefully compiled lists of the best that Bermuda has to offer, from beaches and dive sites to resorts, restaurants, and sightseeing—and nearly everything else you’ll want to see and do.


	Explore the colorful streets of Hamilton, Bermuda's capital, by bicycle. See chapter 7.

	
		
			Detailed maps throughout

	
	
		
			Exact prices, directions, opening hours,and other practical information

	
	
		
			Candid reviews of hotels and restaurants,plus sights, shopping, and nightlife

	
	
		
			Itineraries, walking tours, and trip-planning ideas

	
	
		
			Insider tips from local expert authors
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Digital Sculpting with Mudbox: Essential Tools and Techniques for ArtistsFocal Press, 2010

	Digital sculpting is the use of tools to push, pull, smooth, grab, pinch or otherwise manipulate a digital object as if it were made of a real-life substance such as clay. Mudbox is the premier sculpting solution for digital artists, allowing them to naturally and easily sculpt detailed, organic characters and models in a way that feels like...
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Compositing Visual Effects: Essentials for the Aspiring ArtistFocal Press, 2007
Put the essential concepts and techniques of digital compositing to work for you without the need of a single mathematical equation. Compositing Visual Effects is lavishly illustrated with hundreds of film shots, figures, illustrations and diagrams to help the visual reader gain a valuable vocabulary and understanding of the full range of visual...
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Declarative Programming for Knowledge Management: 16th International Conference on Applications of Declarative Programming and Knowledge Management, INAPSpringer, 2007
Knowledge means power – but only if it is available at the right time, the right place, and in the hands of the right people. Structured, engineered, repeatable methods to gather, transport, and apply knowledge are collectively called knowledge management.

Declarative programming strives for the ideal of programming by wish: the...
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Chemistry & Physics of Carbon: Volume 31 (Chemistry and Physics of Carbon)CRC Press, 2012

	Written by distinguished researchers, the long-running Chemistry and Physics of Carbon series provides a comprehensive and critical overview of carbon materials in terms of molecular structure, intermolecular relationships, bulk and surface properties, and their behavior in current and emerging applications. Volume 31 not...
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LTE for 4G Mobile Broadband: Air Interface Technologies and PerformanceCambridge University Press, 2009
"This text is an especially helpful as an accompaniment to the 3GPP specifications themselves, which offer no explanations as to why one thing or another is included, no hint as to why one protocol technique was chosen over another, or why certain contributions appear only to disappear in later releases. Khan's text offers a welcome set of...
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Equipped to Lead:  Managing People, Partners, Processes, and PerformanceMcGraw-Hill, 2008

	Unless you manage a hook-and-ladder company, your workday shouldn't be spent putting out fires. Yet leaders often spend most of their time running from crisis to crisis.


	In his groundbreaking New York Times bestseller Built to Serve, United Supermarkets CEO Dan Sanders showed how putting profi ts before people...
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